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SR-12-13-07 CC 
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE 
RECOMMENDATION 
NOTE: The curricular form for each item listed may be accessed at 
www.marshall.edu/senate/ucc. Click the UCC Agendas/Minutes link; click the link for the 
October 12, 2012 meeting date; click the link in the Description column to open a 
particular item. 
Recommends approval of the listed COURSE CHANGES in the following colleges 
and/or schools/program: COLLEGE OF· LIBERAL ARTS and COLLEGE OF 
BUSINESS: 
• COLLEGE OF BUSINESS: 
ECN 202 Intro to African Economies 
*Add INTL to course 
3 hours 
• COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS: 
LAT 250 Conversational Latin 1 hour 
*Change catalog title to: Conversational Latin I 
*Change Catalog Description: (typo) 
From: Introduction to basic skills Q! oral comprehension, composition 
and pronunciation of Latin. 
To: Introduction to basic skills of oral comprehension, composition 
and pronunciation of Latin. 
SPN 305 Intro to SPN COMP & CONY I 3 hours 
*Change catalog title to: INTRO TO SPN CONVERSATION I 
SPN 306 
*Change Catalog Description: 
From: Writing/Speaking intensive course designed to develop 
·communicative skills and review fundamentals acquired in SPN 
101-204 sequence. Course taught in Spanish. 
To: Speaking intensive course designed to develop 
conversational skills and to review fundamentals acquired in SPN 
101-204 sequence. Course taught in Spanish. (PR: SPN 204) 
Intro to SPN COMP & CONY II 3 hours 
*Change catalog title to: INTRO TO SPN CONVERSATION II 
*Change catalog Description: 
From: Writing/speaking course designed to develop conversational skills 
and to review fundamentals acquired in SPN 101-204 sequence. Course 
taught in Spanish (PR: SPN 204) 
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To: Writing/speaking course designed to develop conversational skills 
and to review fundamentals acquired in SPN 101-204 sequence. Course 
taught in Spanish (PR: SPN 204) 
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